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Literacy. 

Book: The Night Pirates

- Use the Prefix un to change a word

- Suffixes added to verbs

- Separation of words with spaces 

- Use capital letters finger spaces and 

full stops

- Use words to sequence a sentence

- Create a simple narrative

- Phase 5 Phonics

Numeracy 

Topics: addition and subtraction within 20, Place Value to 50

Key Skills: 

- Add by making 10 

- Making number bonds

- Add by counting on

- Subtract crossing 10 

- Subtract not crossing 10 

- Represent numbers to 50 

- Compare and order numbers to 50

- Count in 2’s 5’s and 10’s

Science
Topic: Plants

Key Skills:

- Identify and name a variety of common wold

and garden plants, including deciduous and 

evergreen tress

- Identify and describe the basic structure of a 

variety of common flowering plants, including 

trees

- National Curriculumn-

- Asking simple questions and recognising that 

they can be answered in different ways

- Observing closely, using simple equipment

- Using their observations and ideas to suggest 

answers to questions

- They should begin to notice patterns and 

relationships

- Identifying and classifying

Music

Topic: Pulse and Rhythm

National Curriculum: learn to perform 

chants, songs and raps; sing to 

themselves and add new words to songs

Skills: develop the singing voice through 

listening skills, aural memory and 

physical skills; find the pulse whilst 

listening to music and using movements; 

clap simple rhythms; sing songs 

musically and understand the 

importance of warm-ups.

Art

Topic: Mini Beasts

National Curriculum Objectives:

•To generate, develop, model and 

communicate their ideas through 

talking, drawing, templates, mock-ups 

and, where appropriate, information 

and communication technology.

•To select from and use a range of tools 

and equipment to perform practical 

tasks [for example, cutting, shaping, 

joining and finishing.

Key Skills:

To be able to create a sliding mechanism 

and to use levers and pivots to create a 

moving mechanism. Children will make 

their own moving minibeast artwork and 

evaluate it.

PE 

Topic: Invasion games

Key Skills: Spatial awareness and agility. 

Ideas: Team games

PSHE and FBV

Topic: Heads Up Kids 

Key Skills:  

- Use basic words to describe emotions

- Think about how behaviours make us feel

- Introduce to children that we can calm 

ourselves down when we have a big emotion

- Children will think about how they interact with 

others

- Think about how we can try again

IVRIT

- IVRIT

- Topic: Plural verbs

- Key Skills:

- Understand a range of familiar spoken words and phrases.

- Say single words and short simple phrases in response to what they see and hear.

- Say three word sentences which grammatically make sense.

- Use masculine and feminine genders appropriately with verbs.

- Answer simple questions and gives basic information.


